Abstract—The publication of Linked Open Data on the Web has gained tremendous momentum over the last six years. As a consequence, we currently witness the emergence of a new research area that focuses on an online execution of Linked Data queries; i.e., declarative queries that range over Web data that is made available using the Linked Data publishing principles. These principles only require Web servers that respond to simple requests for data about given entities. Therefore, in contrast to approaches for querying a more traditional distributed database, Linked Data query processing approaches cannot assume that data sources provide query processing functionality. Additional challenges are the unbounded nature of the Web and the lack of a complete, up-to-date database catalog that lists all data sources.

Our tutorial provides an overview of the new area of Linked Data query processing. We introduce the foundations of Linked Data queries, discuss the specific challenges that need to be addressed, and review techniques for executing such queries.

I. Introduction

In recent years, the amount of Linked Open Data on the World Wide Web (WWW) has been increasing rapidly [1], [2], [3]. This is largely due to community efforts such as the Linked Open Data project [4], and increasing interests of enterprises and governments. Datasets made openly available on the WWW as Linked Data cover different domains, including life sciences (e.g., DrugBank, UniProt, PubMed), geographic locations (e.g., World Factbook, Geo Names), media and entertainment (e.g., MusicBrainz, Last.FM, BBC Programmes, New York Times’ subject headings), products and offers (e.g., Best Buy’s product catalog, Renault’s car configurations). There are also cross-domain encyclopedic datasets such as Google’s Freebase and DBpedia (the structured data counterpart of Wikipedia). Besides researchers and enterprises, many governments (e.g., US, UK) have started to make data of public interest available as Linked Open Data, including data on CO₂ emissions, mortality, energy, and postcodes.

All of these datasets are published according to the Linked Data principles [5], a simple and accessible paradigm that requires data providers to use: (i) HTTP [6], as data access protocol, (ii) HTTP-scheme-based URIs [7], as identifiers for entities described in the data, and (iii) RDF [8], as the data model to represent data. Any HTTP-URI in an RDF triple may then be understood as a data link that enables Linked-Data-aware software clients to retrieve more data by looking up the URI on the Web. The simplicity and convenience of these principles is one of the drivers behind the proliferation of Linked Data.

However, the simple, URI lookup-based data access method that goes along with these principles does not provide the powerful querying capabilities usually associated with data sources in a distributed database system. While some dataset providers offer additional query processing services to overcome this limitation [9], providing and maintaining such a service presents a much more significant investment (with often little return). Many datasets are therefore not available through such services or the services are often unreliable [10].

To support live querying use cases for Linked Data without assuming query processing capabilities by data providers, some research groups have started to study the problem of Linked Data query processing, that is, executing SQL-like queries over Linked Data on the WWW, by relying only on the Linked Data principles. The novelty and challenge of this problem lies in the characteristics that make the WWW different from traditional distributed database systems. In particular, the WWW is an open, virtually unbounded dataspace for which we cannot assume the existence of a complete, up-to-date database schema and catalog.

Our tutorial discusses these characteristics and introduces approaches proposed to address the challenges that arise as a result. Furthermore, we highlight open problems that provide opportunities for contributing to the emerging area of Linked Data query processing. The following sections of this short paper outline the topics covered in the tutorial.

II. Preliminaries

As a basis for the tutorial we provide a brief overview on the standards and best practices for publishing Linked Data on the WWW. In particular, we introduce the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [8], which is a graph-based data model that is commonly used for representing the data published as Linked Data, and we describe the aforementioned Linked Data principles [5] and the notion of data links established by the use of HTTP-scheme-based URIs [7].

III. Foundations

An awareness of query languages, query semantics, and formal properties of Linked Data queries is essential for understanding the possibilities and limitations of Linked Data query processing. Therefore, before we focus on systems-related topics for the major part of the tutorial, we provide an overview on these fundamental aspects of querying Linked Data.
A. Query Languages

As of today, there exist two proposals for query languages that explicitly target the use case of querying Linked Data on the WWW. Both of these languages, NautiLOD [11] and LDPath [12], are navigational. While queries in these languages are similar in nature to XPath expressions for XML data [13] or regular path queries for graph databases [14], the specified navigation paths refer to the Web graph that emerges from the existence of data links.

However, instead of supporting NautiLOD or LDPath, almost all approaches to Linked Data query processing focus on a fragment of SPARQL [15], which is the standard query language for the RDF data model. Therefore, although not originally defined for this purpose, our tutorial introduces SPARQL as a language for expressing queries over Linked Data on the WWW.

The basic building block of SPARQL queries are RDF graph patterns. The (standard) semantics of SPARQL is based on sub-graph matching; that is, the expected result of evaluating a SPARQL query over a given RDF data graph is defined in terms of sub-graphs of the data graph that match the query.

B. Query Semantics

Multiple proposals exist for adapting the standard SPARQL semantics such that SPARQL can be used to query Linked Data in a well-defined manner [16], [17], [18], [19]. The most prevalent approaches are a full-Web query semantics and several reachability-based query semantics.

Informally, the scope of a SPARQL query under full-Web query semantics is the complete set of all Linked Data on the WWW. Reachability-based query semantics restrict such a scope to data that is reachable by traversing recursively a well-defined set of data links.

C. Theoretical Properties

Unsurprisingly, the computational feasibility of (satisfiable) SPARQL queries under full-Web semantics is very limited [17]. In practice, there cannot exist a query execution approach that guarantees an execution of such a query that both terminates and returns the complete query result. Moreover, if such a query is non-monotonic, it is not even possible to guarantee a nonterminating execution that eventually returns all elements of the complete result [17].

In contrast, it is possible to design query execution approaches that guarantee complete, terminating executions of SPARQL queries under reachability-based query semantics (assuming Linked Data on the WWW is finite) [17].

IV. SOURCE SELECTION STRATEGIES

For the execution of Linked Data queries, it is necessary to retrieve data by looking up URIs. There exist three classes of approaches for selecting the URIs that a query execution system looks up during the execution of a query: index-based approaches, live exploration approaches, and hybrid approaches.

A. Index-Based Source Selection

Index-based approaches rely on a pre-populated index which is used for identifying URIs to look up during query execution time [20], [21]. Hence, in contrast to index structures that store the data itself, the index-based source selection approaches use data structures that index URIs as pointers to data.

A typical example for such a data structure uses patterns of RDF triples as index keys [22]. Given such a pattern, the corresponding index entry is a set of URIs such that looking up each of these URIs provides us with some data that contains an RDF triple that matches the pattern. Further index structures (for source selection) have been studied [20], [21], [23], [24].

After populating an initial version of such an index, it is necessary to maintain the index. Maintenance may include adding additionally discovered URIs and keeping the index up to date [21]. The latter is necessary because what data can be retrieved from indexed URIs might change over time. We note that the challenges for such an index maintenance are similar to maintaining materialized views in a data warehouse. However, to our knowledge, no work exists that studies approaches to maintain indexes for Linked Data query execution.

B. Live Exploration

Live exploration approaches make use of the characteristics of Linked Data, in particular, the existence of data links. That is, to execute a given Linked Data query, live-exploration-based systems perform a recursive URI lookup process during which they incrementally discover further URIs that can be scheduled for lookup [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30]. Thus, such a system explores the WWW by traversing data links at query execution time. While the data retrieved during such an exploration allows for a discovery of more URIs to look up, it also provides the basis for constructing the query result. Hence, live-exploration-based systems may support naturally the aforementioned reachability-based query semantics [25].

An interesting characteristic of live exploration approaches is the potential for serendipitous discovery of initially unknown data sources. Furthermore, live exploration does not require any a-priori information; instead, a live-exploration-based system might readily be used without having to wait for the completion of an initial data load phase or any other type of preprocessing. On the downside, possibilities for parallelizing data retrieval are limited because of the recursive nature of the lookup process. Hence, in comparison to index-based source selection, an efficiently implemented index-based system— which may determine all URIs for lookup at the beginning of a query execution—might answer a Linked Data query faster than a live-exploration-based system (assuming both systems eventually look up the same set of URIs during the execution). On the other hand, the initialization of such an index-based system may take a significant amount of time.

However, given that both strategies (index-based source selection and live exploration) may be implemented in a multitude of ways, and an unbounded number of query semantics may be supported, it is a challenging (and still open) research problem to compare both strategies in a fair manner.
C. Hybrid Approaches

Hybrid source selection combines an index-based approach with a live exploration approach in order to achieve the advantages of both approaches without inheriting their respective shortcomings. An example of such a hybrid approach is to exploit a pre-populated index to obtain an initial version of a (ranked) list of URIs to look up; additional URIs discovered during the query execution are then integrated into the list [22].

An alternative hybrid approach that may be studied might use an index only to prioritize discovered data links and, thus, to control a live exploration process. This process may than feed back information for updating, for expanding, or for reorganizing the index.

V. Source Ranking Strategies

In addition to applying a source selection approach to select URIs that have to be looked up for a given Linked Data query, a query execution system may rank the set of selected URIs such that the ranks represent a priority for the lookup of these URIs. Such a data source ranking may allow the system to minimize its response time or to maximize the subset of the query result computed in a given amount of time.

Existing work on data source ranking for Linked Data queries focuses on index-based source selection [20], [22]; information required for the proposed ranking methods is assumed to be available in the corresponding index structures.

VI. Query Execution Process

The actual process of executing a Linked Data query may consist of two separate phases: During the first phase, a query execution system selects URIs and uses them to retrieve data from the queried Web; during a subsequent, second phase, the system generates the query result using the data retrieved in the first phase [20], [21], [24]. Instead of separating these two phases, it is also possible to integrate the retrieval of data into the result construction process [26], [22], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32]. We refer to Linked Data query execution approaches that apply the latter idea as integrated execution approaches. Analogously, separated execution approaches clearly separate data retrieval from result construction by two consecutive phases.

A. Separated Execution Approaches

Due to the clear separation of data retrieval and result construction, separated approaches are straightforward to implement. In particular, the aforementioned index-based strategy for source selection lends itself naturally to such an implementation [20], [21], [24]. However, it is also easy to develop a separated execution approach based on live exploration.

A disadvantage of separated execution approaches is that any element of the query result can only be reported after completing the data retrieval phase. Looking up a large set of selected URIs or retrieving the complete set of reachable data may take a prohibitively long time; it may even exceed the resources of the query execution system.

B. Integrated Execution Approaches

Query execution systems that implement an integrated execution approach might begin returning first elements of a query result early; i.e., before data retrieval has been completed.

As for separated approaches it is possible to use any type of source selection as a basis for an integrated execution approach. In fact, a manifold of integrated approaches are conceivable for each source selection strategy, some of which have already been studied in the literature [26], [27], [22], [28], [29], [30], [31]. These approaches use different implementation techniques, including:

- an application of the symmetric hash join operator for implementing integrated execution approaches in a push-based manner [22], [28],
- another push-based implementation that uses the Rete match algorithm [30], and
- a pull-based implementation that makes use of the well-known iterator model [26], [27], [32].

VII. Query Planning and Optimization

An essential step of any procedure for processing queries is the query planning phase. While the usual objective for selecting a query execution plan is to minimize the overall execution time, possible optimization criteria in the context of Linked Data queries are more diverse and include minimizing response time or network traffic, or maximizing the degree of result completeness (under full-Web query semantics).

Indexes for source selection may store some information for assessing query execution plans w.r.t. these optimization criteria. However, although the aforementioned source ranking methods can be conceived as a form of query optimization, there does not yet exist any work that investigates more traditional cost-based query optimization techniques in the context of index-based approaches to Linked Data query processing.

For live-exploration-based source selection, information to assess query plans cannot assumed to be available initially; instead, it may only be obtained incrementally during query execution. Hence, in this case, heuristics are required for selecting an initial plan. Such plan selection heuristics have been proposed for the aforementioned, iterator-based approach to implement (integrated) Linked Data query execution [27].

For the same implementation approach an extension of the iterator model has been introduced that allows for runtime query optimization [26]. This extension avoids a blocking behavior of iterators that may otherwise happen as a result of the need to wait for a completion of certain URI lookups.

VIII. Open Problems

Throughout the tutorial we highlight open research problems, including the following:

- While there exist navigational query languages for Linked Data on the WWW [11], [12], there does not exist research on execution techniques for the queries that can be expressed using these (or similar) languages.
- We identify a lack of comprehensive experimental comparisons of approaches to Linked Data query processing.
In fact, it is an open question how to compare experimentally different types of such approaches in a fair and meaningful manner (e.g., approaches that implement an index-based source selection strategy vs. live exploration approaches, separated execution approaches vs. integrated execution approaches).

- Related to the lack of experimental comparisons, there do not exist well-defined benchmarks to test Linked Data query processing systems (neither for specific types of Linked Data query processing approaches nor for Linked Data query processing in general).

- Query optimization in the context of Linked Data query processing is a largely unexplored area. Interesting topics of research in this context include source ranking for live-exploration-based source selection, adaptive query processing, and multi-objective query optimization.

- For some applications it is desirable (or even required) to combine a Linked Data query processing approach with other query paradigms such as query federation or queries over a centralized collection of data. Such combinations represent another interesting topic of research that only a few works have begun to investigate.

IX. CONCLUSION

Since Linked Data query processing is a very young topic, our goal is to increase awareness of this topic in the database community. Consequently, our tutorial primarily targets:

- students who are looking for a novel research topic,
- experienced researchers who are interested in new challenges, as well as
- industry participants who seek novel ways for using and exploiting Linked Data.
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